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Abstract. Parameterisation in three-valued model checking (PMC) allows to establish logical connections between unknown parts in state
space models. The application of parameterisation enhances the precision of models without increasing their state space, but it leads to an
exponential growth of the number of model checking instances that have
to be checked consecutively. Here, we introduce a technique for PMC via
parallel SAT solving which enables us to significantly reduce the time
overhead of PMC by exploiting similarities among the instances. We
define bounded semantics and a propositional logic encoding of PMC.
Moreover, we introduce a concept for sharing clauses between the instances of parallel SAT-based PMC. Our experiments show that our
new approach leads to a practically relevant speed-up of parameterised
three-valued model checking.

1

Introduction

Three-valued predicate abstraction [16, 21] is an established technique in software
verification. It proceeds by generating a state space model of the system to be
analysed over the values true, false and unknown, where the latter value is used to
represent the loss of information due to abstraction. The evaluation of temporal
logic properties on such models is known as three-valued model checking (3MC)
[6, 8]. In case of an unknown result in verification, the abstraction is iteratively
refined by adding more predicates over the variables of the system until a level
of abstraction is reached where the property can be either definitely proved or
refuted. Refinement does, however, not guarantee that eventually a three-valued
model can be constructed that is both precise enough for a definite outcome and
small enough to be manageable with the available computational resources.
In [22] we introduced parameterised three-valued model checking (PMC) as
an extension of 3MC. Predicates and transitions in PMC models can be either
associated with the values true, false, unknown, or with expressions over Boolean
parameters. Parameterisation is an alternative way to state that the value of certain predicates or transitions is actually not known and that the checked property
has to yield the same result under each possible parameter instantiation. PMC
is thus conducted via evaluating a property under all parameter instantiations
and checking whether the results are consistent. Parameterisation particularly
allows to establish logical connections between unknowns in the abstract model:

While unknown parts in 3MC are never related to each other, the parameterisation approach enables to represent facts like ’a certain pair of transitions has
unknown but complementary truth values’, or ’the value of a predicate is unknown but remains unchanged along all states of a certain path’. Such facts can
be automatically derived from the system to be verified, and covering these facts
in a model can be crucial for the success and the efficiency of model checking. We
showed that combining classical refinement and parameterisation in abstractionbased model checking is highly suited for obtaining the necessary precision for
a definite result while keeping the state space small. However, parameterisation
generally leads to an exponential increase in time complexity, since any property
of interest must be checked for each possible parameter instantiation.
Here, we introduce a technique for parameterised three-valued model checking via parallel SAT solving which enables us to considerably reduce the time
overhead of PMC by effectively exploiting similarities between the occurring
instances. Our approach is based on bounded model checking (BMC) [3]. We define bounded semantics for PMC and we introduce a parameterised propositional
encoding of PMC problems. In order to obtain the overall result of an encoded
PMC problem, the satisfiability of each possible parameter instantiation of the
encoding is tested and it is checked whether all single results are consistent.
An integral part of modern satisfiability solving algorithms is conflict-driven
clause learning [17]: SAT solvers search for a satisfying assignment of the input
formula by successively selecting unassigned Boolean variables, assigning them
to either true or false, and propagating the resulting constraints to the clauses of
the formula. In case the solver decisions lead to an unsatisfied clause, a so-called
conflict clause is learned and added to the formula. Then the solver tracks back
by revising a former assignment decision and continuing the search from this
point. Clause learning enables to quickly prune parts of the search space and
is thus crucial for the performance of SAT solving. In our approach, we exploit
the fact that the instances associated with a parameterised encoding exhibit
considerable similarities in terms of large common subformulae. Thus, a conflict
clause that was learned during the SAT test of one instance can be shared with
another instance that is SAT checked at the same time, provided that the new
clause was derived based on a common part of the two instances.
We implemented a parallel SAT-based model checker for PMC problems. The
checks of the instances of a parameterised encoding are performed simultaneously
and clauses that have been learned are are shared between the instances. In
experiments we show that our concept of clause sharing in parallel SAT-based
PMC leads to substantial savings in verification time.

2

Background

We start with an introduction to pure and parameterised three-valued models.
The key feature of these models is a third truth value ⊥ (i.e. unknown) for transitions and labellings, which is used to model uncertainty. The parameterised case

additionally allows Boolean parameter expressions for transitions and labellings,
which enables to establish logical connections between unknown parts.
Definition 1 (Parameterised Three-Valued Kripke Structure). A parameterised three-valued Kripke structure over a set of atomic predicates AP
and a set of Boolean parameters X = {x1 , . . . , xm } is a parameterised tuple
m
m
m
M (x ) = (S , s0 , R(x ), L(x )) where
– S is a finite set of states and s0 ∈ S is the initial state,
m
– R(x ) : S × S → {true, ⊥, false} ∪ B (X ) is a transition function with ∀ s ∈
m
S : ∃ s 0 ∈ S : R(x )(s, s 0 ) ∈ {true, ⊥} ∪ B (X ) where B (X ) denotes the set of
Boolean expressions over X ,
m
– L(x ) : S ×AP → {true, ⊥, false}∪B (X ) is a labelling function that associates
a truth value or a parameter expression with each predicate in each state.
m

Note that (x ) is an abbreviation for the parameter tuple (x1 , . . . , xm ). An instanm
tiation of a parameterised three-valued Kripke structure M (x ) is a pure threem
m
valued Kripke structure M (a) where (a) ∈ {true, false}m . Hence, all parameters
are substituted by Boolean truth values. However, predicates and transitions
m
m
that were not parameterised in M (x ) may still hold the value unknown in M (a).
A structure is also pure if X = ∅. If the tuple of parameters is clear from the
context we will just refer to M , R, L. An example for a pure three-valued Kripke
structure M and a parameterised Kripke structure M (x1 ) is depicted below.
p = true
p=⊥
M ::

⊥

s0
true

s2

p=⊥
true

⊥

p = true
true

s1

M (x1 ) ::

x1

s0
true

s2

true

true
¬x1

p = false

s1
p = false

In abstraction-based model checking a parameterised three-valued Kripke structure can be obtained by refining a pure three-valued Kripke structure [22]. For
instance, if the transitions (s0 , s1 ) and (s0 , s2 ) of our example structure M correspond to a complementary branch (e.g. if-then-else or while-do) in the modelled
system, then M (x1 ) is a sound refinement of M .
In the following, we first introduce model checking for pure three-valued
Kripke structures and then generalise it to the parameterised case. A path π of
a pure three-valued Kripke structure M is an infinite sequence of states s0 s1 s2 . . .
with R(si , si+1 ) ∈ {true, ⊥}. πi denotes the i -th state of π, whereas π i denotes
the i -th suffix πi πi+1 πi+2 . . . of π. By ΠM we denote the set of all paths of
M starting in the initial state. We use the temporal logic LTL for specifying
properties with regard to paths.
Definition 2 (Syntax of LTL). Let AP be a set of atomic predicates and
p ∈ AP . The syntax of LTL formulae ψ is given by
ψ ::= p | ¬ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | ψ ∧ ψ | Xψ | Gψ | Fψ | ψUψ.

Due to the extended domain of truth values in three-valued Kripke structures,
the evaluation of LTL formulae is not based on classical two-valued logic. In
three-valued model checking we operate under the three-valued Kleene logic L3
[10] whose semantics is given by the truth tables below.
∧
true
⊥
false

true
true
⊥
false

⊥
⊥
⊥
false

false
false
false
false

∨
true
⊥
false

true
true
true
true

⊥
true
⊥
⊥

false
true
⊥
false

¬
true false
⊥
⊥
false true

L3 has a reflexive truth ordering ≤L3 (in words: ’less or equally true as’) with
false ≤L3 ⊥ ≤L3 true. Based on L3 , LTL formulae can be evaluated on paths of
three-valued Kripke structures according to the following definition.
Definition 3 (Three-Valued Evaluation of LTL). Let M = (S , s0 , R, L)
over AP be a pure three-valued Kripke structure. Then the evaluation of an
LTL formula ψ on a path π ∈ ΠM , written [π |= ψ], is defined as follows
[π
[π
[π
[π

|= p]
|= ¬ψ]
|= ψ ∨ ψ 0 ]
|= Gψ]

[π |= Fψ]

:=
:=
:=
:=

L(π0 , p)
¬ [π |= ψ]
[π |= ψ] ∨ [π |= ψ 0 ]
 i

V
i∈N (R(πi , πi+1 ) ∧ π |= ψ )

 Vi−1
W
:= i∈N ( π i |= ψ ∧ j =0 R(πj , πj +1 ))

Due to space limitations we have omitted the definitions for the operators ∧, X
and U. The complete definitions can e.g. be found in [24, 20]. The evaluation of
LTL formulae on entire three-valued Kripke structures is what is called threevalued model checking (3MC) [6, 8].
Definition 4 (Three-Valued LTL Model Checking). Let M = (S , s0 , R, L)
over AP be a three-valued Kripke structure. Moreover, let ψ be an LTL formula
over AP . The universal value of ψ in M , written [M |=U ψ], is defined as
V
[M |=U ψ] := π∈ΠM [π |= ψ]
The existential value of ψ in M , written [M |=E ψ], is defined as
W
[M |=E ψ] := π∈ΠM [π |= ψ]
Universal model checking can always be transferred into existential model checking based on the equation [M |=U ψ] = ¬ [M |=E ¬ψ].
In 3MC there exist three possible outcomes: true, false and ⊥. For our example Kripke structure M we get [M |=U G¬p] = ¬[M |=E Fp] = ⊥ and
[M |=U GF¬p] = ¬[M |=E FGp] = ⊥. Hence, M is not precise enough for a
definite result in these verification tasks. G¬p is a temporal logic formula that is
a typical example of a universal safety property, whereas GF¬p is an example of
a liveness property. Safety and liveness are the most vital requirements in software verification. In our approach, we therefore particularly focus on these two

kinds of properties, or rather their existential counterparts Fp and FGp. From
now on, we only consider the existential case, since it is the basis for bounded
model checking which we later apply.
3MC reduces to two-valued model checking (2MC) if the Kripke structure
M is actually two-valued, i.e. R −1 (⊥) = ∅ and L−1 (⊥) = ∅. In this case, only
definite outcomes are possible. Moreover, 3MC can always be reduced to two
instances of 2MC if the LTL formula is restricted to LTL+ , which is the negationfree fragment of LTL. LTL+ formulae are evaluated on complement-closed Kripke
structures. In these structures each p ∈ AP has a complementary p̄ ∈ AP
such that L(s, p) = ¬L(s, p̄). Every Kripke structure can be straightforwardly
extended to a complement-closed one, without increasing the number of states.
For the evaluation on complement-closed Kripke structures, each LTL formula
can be transferred into an equivalent LTL+ formula. Thus, the restriction to
LTL+ does not limit the expressiveness of our approach. The reduction of 3MC to
two instances of 2MC is based on completions of complement-closed structures.
Definition 5 (Completion). Let M = (S , s0 , R, L) over AP be a three-valued
Kripke structure. Then M p = (S , s0 , R p , Lp ) is the pessimistic completion and
M o = (S , s0 , R o , Lo ) is the optimistic completion with ∀ s, s 0 ∈ S and ∀ p ∈ AP :
(
(
false
if L(s, p) = ⊥
false
if R(s, s 0 ) = ⊥
p
p
0
L (s, p) :=
R (s, s ) :=
L(s, p) else
R(s, s 0 ) else
(
Lo (s, p) :=

true
if L(s, p) = ⊥
R o (s, s 0 ) :=
L(s, p) else

(

true
if R(s, s 0 ) = ⊥
R(s, s 0 ) else

From [7] we now get the following theorem that allows us to reduce three-valued
model checking to two-valued model checking.
Theorem 1. Let M = (S , s0 , R, L) be a complement-closed three-valued Kripke
structure and ψ an LTL+ formula. Then the following holds:

p

 true if [M |=E ψ] = true
[M |=E ψ] = false if [M o |=E ψ] = false


⊥
else
Hence, if a formula holds for the pessimistic completion we can conclude that
it also holds for the three-valued Kripke structure. The same applies to false
results obtained for the optimistic completion. All definitions wrt. pure 3MC can
be straightforwardly generalised to parameterised three-valued model checking
(PMC) [22], since PMC reduces to multiple instances of pure 3MC. In PMC we
consider all parameter instantiations of a parameterised Kripke structure.
Definition 6 (Parameterised Three-Valued LTL+ Model Checking).
m
m
m
Let M (x ) = (S , s0 , R(x ), L(x )) be a parameterised three-valued Kripke structure over AP and X = {x1 , . . . , xm }. Moreover, let ψ be an LTL+ formula over

AP . The existential value of


 true
m
[M (x ) |=E ψ] := false


⊥

m

m

ψ in M (x ), written [M (x ) |=E ψ], is defined as
m

m

m

m

if ∀ (a) ∈ {t, f }m ([M (a) |=E ψ] = true)
if ∀ (a) ∈ {t, f }m ([M (a) |=E ψ] = false)
else

Thus, if checking a temporal logic property yields true for all instantiations,
this result is transferred to the parameterised Kripke structure. The same holds
for false results for all instantiations. In all other cases PMC returns unknown.
For our example M (x1 ), we get [M (x1 ) |=E Fp] = true since Fp holds existentially for both M (true) and M (false). By same argumentation we can show
that [M (x1 ) |=E FGp] also yields true. In contrast to the pure three-valued M ,
the parameterised M (x1 ) captures the fact that the transition values of (s0 , s1 )
and (s0 , s2 ) are unknown but also complementary, which gives us the necessary
precision for the definite verification results. In the remainder of this work we
will show how PMC problems can be encoded in propositional logic and then
efficiently solved via SAT solving with clause sharing. A prerequisite for the
encoding is to bound the length of the considered paths in model checking.

3

Bounded Semantics

Bounded model checking (BMC) [4, 3] via satisfiability solving requires to consider finite prefixes of paths, bounded in length by some k ∈ N. Such finite
prefixes π0 . . . πk can still represent infinite paths if the prefix has a loop, i.e. the
last state πk has a successor state that is also part of the prefix.
Definition 7 (k -Loop). Let π be a path of a three-valued Kripke structure M
and let l , k ∈ N with l ≤ k . Then π has a (k , l )-loop, if R(πk , πl ) ∈ {true, ⊥}
and π is of the form u · v ω where u = π0 . . . πl−1 and v = πl . . . πk . Moreover, π
has a k -loop, if there exists an l ∈ N with l ≤ k such that π has a (k , l )-loop.
For the bounded evaluation of temporal logic formulae on paths of Kripke structures we have to distinguish between paths with and without a k -loop.
Definition 8 (Three-Valued Bounded Evaluation of LTL+ ). Let M =
(S , s0 , R, L) over AP be a complement-closed three-valued Kripke structure, let
k ∈ N and let π be a path of M without a k -loop.
 Then the k -bounded evaluation
of an LTL+ formula ψ on π, written π |=ik ψ where i ∈ N with i ≤ k denotes
the current position along the path, is inductively defined as follows


π |=ik p
:= L(πi , p)






i
0
π |=k ψ ∨ ψ := π |=ik ψ ∨ π |=ik ψ 0


π |=ik Gψ
:= false


Wk
Vj −1
i
π |=k Fψ
:= j =i ([π |=jk ψ] ∧ l=i R(πl , πl+1 ))
If π has a k -loop, then [π |=ik ψ] := [π i |= ψ]. Moreover,Wthe existential value of
ψ in M under the bounded semantics is [M |=E ,k ψ] := π∈ΠM [π |=0k ψ].

The bounded evaluation of LTL+ approximates the unbounded evaluation wrt.
the truth ordering of L3 : [M |=E ,k ψ] ≤L3 [M |=E ψ]. Hence, all true results
in three-valued BMC can be transferred to the corresponding unbounded case,
whereas unknown and false results do not allow to draw such conclusions about
the unbounded case. At least, a false result for a bound k tells us that there is
definitely no path prefix of length k for which ψ holds. Moreover, a false result
can be transferred to the unbounded case, if k has reached a completeness threshold, which can be derived based on M and ψ [3]. For instance, the completeness
threshold for a safety formula ψ is linear in the number of states of M . If all
possible values for k are considered, then
W the bounded semantics are equivalent
to the unbounded one: [M |=E ψ] = k ∈N [M |=E ,k ψ]. The bounded semantics
for 3MC can be straightforwardly extended to the parameterised case, as PMC
reduces to multiple instances of pure 3MC.
Definition 9 (Bounded Parameterised Three-Valued Model Checking).
m
m
m
Let M (x ) = (S , s0 , R(x ), L(x )) be a parameterised three-valued Kripke structure
over AP and X = {x1 , . . . , xm }. Moreover, let ψ be an LTL+ formula over AP
m
and k ∈ N. The existential value of ψ in M (x ) under the bounded semantics,
m
written [M (x ) |=E ,k ψ], is defined as

m
m
m

 true if ∀ (a) ∈ {t, f } ([M (a) |=E ,k ψ] = true)
m
m
m
[M (x ) |=E ,k ψ] := false if ∀ (a) ∈ {t, f }m ([M (a) |=E ,k ψ] = false)


⊥
else
BMC is typically performed incrementally, i.e. the bound is iteratively increased
until the property of interest can be either proven or the completeness threshold
is reached. For our running example from the previous section, we require the
following iterations in order to prove that Fp holds existentially for M (x1 ).
[M (x1 ) |=E ,0 Fp] = ⊥ [M (x1 ) |=E ,1 Fp] = ⊥ [M (x1 ) |=E ,2 Fp] = true
For k = 0 we can only consider the state s0 where p is ⊥. For k = 1 the prefixes
(s0 s1 ) and (s0 s2 ) are considered. Here Fp holds for the instantiation M (true)
but not for M (false). Thus, the overall result is still ⊥. For k = 2 we get under
both instantiations a prefix where finally p holds. Next, we will see how bounded
PMC can be reduced to satisfiability solving.

4

Propositional Logic Encoding

Now we reduce bounded parameterised three-valued model checking to the new
satisfiability problem SATX 3 . For a parameterised three-valued Kripke structure
m
m
m
M (x ) = (S , s0 , R(x ), L(x )) over AP and X , an LTL+ formula ψ and a bound
m
k ∈ N, a propositional logic formula [[M (x ), ψ]]k is constructed such that
m

m

[M (x ) |=E ,k ψ] = SATX 3 ([[M (x ), ψ]]k )

m

[[M (x ), ψ]]k is defined over a set of Boolean atoms, the set of Boolean parameters
m
X , and the constants true, false and ⊥. Hence, [[M (x ), ψ]]k is parameterised wrt.
X . We will show that solving SATX 3 reduces to solving classical SAT for each
possible parameter instantiation. First, we give a step-by-step description on
m
how [[M (x ), ψ]]k is constructed for a given bounded PMC problem.
A propositional logic encoding of bounded model checking problems for
Kripke structures with three-valued labelling functions was introduced in [24].
Here we generalise it to our parameterised three-valued Kripke structures. The
m
construction of [[M (x ), ψ]]k is divided into the translation of the Kripke structure
m
m
M (x ) into a formula [[M (x )]]k and the translation of the temporal logic property ψ into a formula [[ψ]]k . We start with the encoding of the Kripke structure
m
m
m
M (x ) = (S , s0 , R(x ), L(x )), which first requires to encode its states as Boolean
formulae. For this, we introduce a set of Boolean atoms {A, B , . . .}. Let L be the
set of propositional logic formulae over {A, B , . . .} and the constants true and
false. Then an encoding of the states of a Kripke structure is defined as follows.
m

m

m

Definition 10 (State Encoding). Let M (x ) = (S , s0 , R(x ), L(x )) be a parameterised Kripke structure. A Boolean encoding of its states corresponds to an
injective mapping e : S → L where ∀ s ∈ S : e(s) is a conjunction of literals.
The states s0 , s1 , and s2 of our example structure M (x1 ) can be encoded over the
set of atoms {A, B } as follows: e(s0 ) = ¬A∧¬B e(s1 ) = ¬A∧B e(s2 ) = A∧¬B .
An assignment is a mapping τ : {A, B , . . .} → {true, false}. For instance,
the assignment τ (A) = false and τ (B ) = true characterises the state s1 , since
it is the only assignment that makes the encoding e(s1 ) true. An entire Kripke
m
structure can now be translated into the formula [[M (x )]]k that characterises
m
path prefixes of length k in M (x ). Since we consider states as parts of such
prefixes, we have to extend the encoding of states by index values i ∈ {0, . . . , k }
where i denotes the position along a path prefix. For example, e(s1 )i = Ai ∧ Bi
refers to s1 as the i -th state of a certain prefix. Moreover, we get an extended
set of indexed atoms {A0 , B0 , . . . , Ak , Bk , . . .}.
m

m

m

Definition 11 (Kripke Structure Encoding). Let M (x ) = (S , s0 , R(x ), L(x ))
be a parameterised three-valued Kripke structure and e an encoding of its states.
m
We define Init0 as the predicate characterising the initial state of M (x ) with
Init0 := e(s0 )0
m

and Ti,i+1 as the predicate that characterises the transitions of M (x ) with
W
W
m
Ti,i+1 := s∈S s 0 ∈S e(s)i ∧ e(s 0 )i+1 ∧ R(x )(s, s 0 ).
m

Then the entire encoding of M (x ) for a bound k ∈ N is defined as
Vk −1
m
[[M (x )]]k := Init0 ∧ i=0 Ti,i+1

Thus, for our example M (x1 ) we get Init0 = ¬A0 ∧¬B0 and Ti,i+1 = (¬Ai ∧¬Bi ∧
¬Ai+1 ∧ ¬Bi+1 ∧ true) ∨ (¬Ai ∧ ¬Bi ∧ ¬Ai+1 ∧ Bi+1 ∧ ¬x1 ) ∨ (¬Ai ∧ ¬Bi ∧ Ai+1 ∧
¬Bi+1 ∧ x1 ) ∨ (¬Ai ∧ Bi ∧ Ai+1 ∧ ¬Bi+1 ∧ true) ∨ (Ai ∧ ¬Bi ∧ Ai+1 ∧ ¬Bi+1 ∧ true).
As we can see, each clause of Ti,i+1 encodes a transition of the Kripke structure, where the last literal, resp. constant, of each clause encodes the value of
the transition. The assignment τ (A0 ) = false, τ (B0 ) = false, τ (A1 ) = true and
τ A(B1 ) = false characterises that the first transition of a k -prefix s0 . . . sk is the
transition (s0 , s2 ) which is parameterised by x1 .
The second part of the encoding concerns the temporal logic formula ψ.
Again, we need to distinguish the cases where ψ is evaluated on a path prefix
with and without a loop.
Definition 12 (LTL+ Encoding without Loop). Let p be an atomic predicate, ψ and ψ 0 LTL+ formulae, and k , i ∈ N with i ≤ k .
W
[[p]]ik
:= s∈S e(s)i ∧ L(s, p)
[[Gψ]]ik := false
Wk
j
[[ψ ∨ ψ 0 ]]ik := [[ψ]]ik ∨ [[ψ 0 ]]ik
[[Fψ]]ik :=
j =i [[ψ]]k
For instance, encoding the LTL+ formula Fp for our example Kripke structure
M (x1 ) and for bound k = 2 yields the following propositional logic formula
W2
[[Fp]]02 = i=0 ((¬Ai ∧ ¬Bi ∧ ⊥) ∨ (¬Ai ∧ Bi ∧ false) ∨ (Ai ∧ ¬Bi ∧ true))
Encoding temporal logic formulae for the evaluation on prefixes with a loop
additionally requires to explicitly refer the starting position l of the loop.
Definition 13 (LTL+ Encoding with Loop). Let p be an atomic predicate,
ψ and ψ 0 LTL+ formulae, and k , i , l ∈ N with i , l ≤ k .
W
Vk
j
i
i
:= s∈S e(s)i ∧ L(s, p)
l [[p]]k
l [[Gψ]]k :=
j =min(i,l) l [[ψ]]k
W
k
j
0 i
i
0 i
i
l [[ψ ∨ ψ ]]k := l [[ψ]]k ∨ l [[ψ ]]k
l [[Fψ]]k :=
j =min(i,l) l [[ψ]]k
For our example we have that l [[Fp]]02 = [[Fp]]02 for each possible l . Thus, in this
particular case a distinction between loop and loop-free prefixes is not necessary.
For the overall encoding we get [[M (x1 ), Fp]]2 := [[M (x1 )]]2 ∧ [[Fp]]02 .
The general case requires to distinguish between loop and loop-free prefixes.
For this, a subformula Tk ,l (similar to the transition encoding) is used that
characterises all (k ,l )-loops of the encoded structure. The general encoding is
Wk
m
m
[[M (x ), ψ]]k := [[M (x )]]k ∧ ([[ψ]]0k ∨ l=0 (Tk ,l ∧ l [[ψ]]0k ))
m

Since [[M (x ), ψ]]k is not only defined over atoms but also over parameters from
X and the constant ⊥, standard satisfiability testing is not straightforwardly
applicable. Thus, we define our new satisfiability problem SATX 3 for our propositional logic encoding, which reduces to multiple instances of classical SAT.

m

Definition 14 (SATX 3 ). Let F = [[M (x ), ψ]]k be a propositional logic encoding
m
of a bounded PMC problem [M (x ) |=E ,k ψ]. Then

m
m
m
p m
m

 true if ∀ (a) ∈ {t, f } (SAT([[M (x ), ψ]]k [(x )/(a)]) = true)
m
SATX 3 (F ) := false if
SAT([[M (x ), ψ]]ok ) = false


⊥
else
m

m

where [[M (x ), ψ]]pk is the pessimistic completion of [[M (x ), ψ]]k , i.e. the formula
m
obtained by substituting all occurrences of ⊥ by false, and [[M (x ), ψ]]ok is the optimistic completion obtained by substituting all occurrences of ⊥ by true. Morem
m
m
m
m
m
over, [[M (x ), ψ]]pk [(x )/(a)] denotes the substitution of (x ) in [[M (x ), ψ]]pk by (a).
Here SAT(F ) returns true for a propositional logic formula F if there exists an
assignment that makes the formula true, whereas it returns false if there does
m
not exist such an assignment. Note that SAT([[M (x ), ψ]]ok ) = false is equivalent
m
m
m
m
to ∀ (a) ∈ {t, f }m (SAT([[M (x ), ψ]]ok )[(x )/(a)] = false). Hence, checking whether
SATX 3 yields false requires a single SAT test only. The result of the overall
SATX 3 test is equivalent to the result of the encoded model checking problem:
m

Theorem 2. Let M (x ) be a parameterised three-valued Kripke structure over a
set of atomic predicates AP , let ψ be an LTL+ formula, and k ∈ N. Then
m

m

[M (x ) |=E ,k ψ] = SATX 3 ([[M (x ), ψ]]k )
Proof. See http://www.cs.up.ac.za/cs/ntimm/ProofTheorem2.pdf
Thus, bounded PMC can be reduced to multiple instances of SAT. For our example encoding [[M (x1 ), Fp]]2 there exists a satisfying assignment for each possible
instantiation which allows us to conclude that [M (x1 ) |=E ,2 Fp] = true.

5

Solving SATX 3 with Parallelisation and Clause Sharing

In this section we show how the SAT checks necessary to solve SATX 3 can be
simultaneously performed by a parallel composition of solvers and additionally
accelerated by clause sharing. SAT solvers require the input formula to be in
conjunctive normal form (CNF). A CNF formula F over a set Boolean variables
V is a conjunction of clauses, where each clause is a disjunction of literals. The
Tseitin transformation [23] allows to translate any propositional formula into a
SAT-equivalent CNF formula which length is linear in the size of the original
m
formula. Thus, we assume that our encoding F = [[M (x ), ψ]]k has been transformed into CNF, where F is defined over the indexed atoms of the encoding,
the parameter set X = {x1 , . . . , xm } and the constants true, false and ⊥. Remember that checking SATX 3 requires to test the satisfiability of the pessimistic
completion under each possible parameter instantiation. Instantiating the parameters of the encoding is equivalent to adding an assumption for each x ∈ X .
Assumptions can be implemented by an assignment τ : X → {true, false}. By

F |τ we denote the formula F under the assumption that the parameters are
instantiated with regard to τ . The set of assumptions over X that we have to
consider is
Sm
ASS = { i=1 {(xi , ai )} | ai ∈ {true, false}}
For our running example we get ASS = {τ1 , τ2 } with τ1 = {(x1 , false)} and
τ2 = {(x1 , true)}. Checking SATX 3 requires to distinguish the cases where ⊥ is
assigned to true resp. false. Only for the pessimistic case ⊥ = false we need to
consider each possible parameter instantiation. We thus extend the domain of
our assumptions to X ∪ {⊥} and introduce the pessimistic set of assumptions
ASS p := {τ ∪ {(⊥, false)} | τ ∈ ASS } and the optimistic assumption τ o =
{(⊥, true)}. The problem SATX 3 for F can now be reformulated as follows

p
 true if ∀ τ ∈ ASS (SAT (F |τ ) = true)
SAT (F |τ o ) = false
SATX 3 (F ) := false if

⊥
else.
The number of SAT instances induced by SATX 3 is exponential in the number
of parameters. Thus, in a sequential scenario parameterisation can lead to an exponential growth of computation time. Since all these instances are independent
problems, SAT solving can be done concurrently. Provided that parallel processing is available to a sufficient extent, the runtime overhead of parameterisation
can thus be significantly reduced. For our example we need three processors in
order to entirely suspend the overhead induced by parameterisation:

T0 F |{(⊥,true)}

k T1 F |{(x1 ,false),(⊥,false)}

k T2 F |{(x1 ,true),(⊥,false)}
Here T0 to T2 are solver threads executed concurrently that return whether the
input formula is satisfiable or not. Note that it is not always necessary for all
threads to terminate in order to solve SATX 3 . In case T0 returns false we already
know that the overall result is false, in case T1 and T2 return contrary results
the overall result is ⊥, and if T1 and T2 both return true then we also get true
for SATX 3 .
This method can be additionally accelerated by exploiting the fact that the
SAT instances associated with SATX 3 exhibit similarity in the sense of common
subformulae. Modern SAT solvers are based on the search for a satisfying assignment of the input CNF formula by incrementally selecting unassigned variables,
assigning them by either true or false, and propagating the resulting constraints
to the clauses of the formula. In case the solver decisions lead to an unsatisfied
clause, a so-called conflict clause is learned via resolution and added to the set
of clauses. Moreover, the solver tracks back by revising a former assignment decision and continuing the search from this point until a satisfying assignment
is found or the search space is entirely explored. Such a conflict-driven clause

learning (CDCL) [17] can help the solver to quickly prune certain branches of
the search space and is thus crucial for the performance of satisfiability solving.
Learned clauses can also be reused or shared. In incremental SAT solving [9] a
set of similar input formulae is processed by consecutively executed solvers. The
inputs typically have a common subformula F while the differences are expressed
by adding different assumptions τ1 , . . . τn to F . These assumptions are fixed assignments which are never revoked during the solving process. This guarantees
that all conflict clauses learned in assumption-based incremental SAT solving
inherently contain the assumptions they depend on. Hence, learned clauses can
be reused without any restriction since changing from one assumption τ to another assumption τ 0 does not affect the clauses of F but automatically disables
conflict clauses that are not compatible with τ 0 . In the context of parallel SAT
solving the concept of clause sharing has been introduced [13, 11]. In this approach multiple copies of the input formula are checked concurrently. Generated
conflict clauses can be shared, which enables to prune the search space at multiple points at the same time. Clause sharing has also been considered for parallel
(non-parameterised) BMC [25, 2]. Here multiple solvers check the same BMC
encoding but for different bounds. Similar to incremental SAT solving the differences are expressed via assumptions and learned clauses are shared via a global
database or message passing.
For our parameterised scenario we adopt the concept of assumption-based
clause sharing. We already reduced SATX 3 to multiple SAT instances consisting
of the common formula F and different assumptions that characterise the possible parameter instantiations and the optimistic resp. pessimistic completion.
Hence, all learned conflict clauses can be shared in a parallel scenario and thus
used to prune the search space of multiple instances at the same time. Next, we
will discuss the implementation of our approach and we will see how the runtime
performance of parallel SAT-based bounded PMC can significantly profit from
clause sharing.

6

Implementation and Experimental Results

We have prototypically implemented a SAT-based bounded LTL model checker
for parameterised three-valued models which employs the Java-based solver library Sat4j [12]. The checker iterates over the bound k , starting with k = 0,
until a definite result can be obtained or a predefined threshold for k is reached.
In each iteration, after constructing a parameterised encoding F of a bounded
PMC problem, each instance F |τ o , F |τ1 , . . . , F |τn is processed by a solver thread.
In the basic mode of our implementation the threads are executed in parallel
whereby learned clauses are not shared. In the enhanced mode we additionally
apply clause sharing. For this purpose, the solvers save copies of learned clauses
in a global database D. The solvers provided by Sat4j inherently employ conflictdriven clause learning. Such CDCL solvers regularly restart while processing a
SAT instance. Restarts typically happen after having learned a certain amount
of clauses. For our clause sharing approach we use these restarts as the points

of synchronisation with D: Every time a solver restarts, it waits for read access
to D. Then, it reads the clauses that have been placed into D by other solvers
since its own most recent restart. (Remember that the assumption-based approach ensures that the solver will only make use of those clauses from D for
pruning its search space, that were learned based on assumptions compatible to
its own assumption τ .) Finally, the solver waits for exclusive read-write access
to D and adds the clauses that have been learned by itself since its last restart.
The shorter a conflict clause the stronger it prunes the search space. To keep
the clause sharing mechanism efficient and the communication overhead caused
by exclusively accessing D small, we currently only share unit (single-literal)
clauses. In both the basic and the enhanced mode a k -bounded iteration terminates when the solver processing the optimistic completion of F returns false, or
when all solvers processing an instance of the pessimistic completion return true,
or as soon as the so far single results already indicate an overall unknown result.
In the latter case, the (k + 1)-bounded encoding is constructed and its instances
are processed in the subsequent iteration. The following algorithm illustrates the
general procedure of a single iteration. Here the input variable mode indicates
whether each solver thread synchronises with the initially empty shared clause
database D at a restart (enhanced ) or not (basic).
Data: parameterised encoding F , assumption set ASS = {τ o , τ1 , . . . , τn },
mode ∈ {basic, enhanced }, shared clause database D = ∅
Result: truth value of SATX 3 (F )
begin
start new solver thread T0 (F |τ o , mode)
for i = 1 to n do
start new solver thread Ti (F |τi , mode)
end
upon event
T0 returns false do
return false
T1 to Tn return true do
return true
∃ Ti , Tj where Ti returns true and Tj returns false do
return ⊥
end
end
Algorithm 1: SolveSATX 3
In our experiments we compared the runtime performance of the basic and the
enhanced mode for encodings with increasing numbers of parameters. The items
of our benchmark set correspond to parameterised three-valued BMC problems
with fixed bounds that we encoded with our tool according to the definitions
from Section 4. For each item pmc-1 to pmc-9 we considered variants with 1 to
8 parameters. The variants were constructed by applying different parameterisations to the Kripke structure of the underlying BMC problem. We transformed
the SAT encodings into CNF. The resulting parameterised propositional logic

formulae consisted of up to 40000 variables and 150000 clauses. For all possible instantiations of a parameterised three-valued encoding the satisfiability was
checked concurrently. Our experiments were conducted on a 2.6 GHz quad-core
Intel Core i5 with 8 GB. The results for our benchmark set are shown in the
diagrams below. Note that a logarithmic scale is used for the runtime axis. A
table containing the numerical results of our experiments can be found online1 .
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The items pmc-1 to pmc-3 represent PMC problems that yield true for each
parameter variant (1 to 8). Hence, the termination of each variant necessitated
that all solvers processing a parameter instance of the pessimistic completion
returned true. Obtaining true results in SAT-based PMC generally involves the
highest computational effort because of the high number of solvers that need to
terminate. As shown by the diagrams, the runtime in the basic mode grows approximately exponentially with each additional parameter. For variants with a
small number of parameters the runtimes of the basic and the enhanced mode are
nearly on the same level. However, for variants with a higher number of parameters, i.e. a higher number of solvers that can share learned clauses, the enhanced
1

http://www.cs.up.ac.za/cs/ntimm/Table.pdf

mode pays off: The solving time still grows with each additional parameter but
is always orders of magnitude shorter then the basic approach runtime.
The items pmc-4 to pmc-6 represent PMC problems that yield unknown
for the parameter variants 1 to 7 and true for the variant with 8 parameters.
Hence, the last parameter variant finally brought the required precision for a
definite result. The termination of the variants 1 to 7 necessitated that two
solvers processing a parameter instance of the pessimistic completion returned
contrary results (true and false). Also here we observed an exponential growth
in runtime per additional parameter in the basic mode and a significantly better
performance in the enhanced mode, provided that a certain number of parameters, i.e. cooperating solvers is present. In addition, we observed that solving the
variant with 8 parameters in the enhanced mode involves an exceptional increase
in runtime, which complies with the fact that obtaining a true result (variant 8)
generally requires more computational effort than obtaining an unknown result
(variants 1 to 7). This exceptional increase in runtime is not observable in the
basic mode where computational costs are generally high. Also for variant 8 the
enhanced approach with clause sharing is orders of magnitude faster than the
basic approach.
The items pmc-7 to pmc-9 represent problems that yield unknown for the
variants 1 to 7 and false for variant 8. Thus, the termination of variant 8 necessitated that the solver processing the optimistic completion returned false. For
this set of items we made the same observations as for the previous benchmark
items with regard to the general performance advantage of the enhanced mode.
Additionally, we observed that solving variant 8 involved no significant increase
or even a decrease in runtime. This is consistent with the fact that obtaining a
false result in SAT-based PMC only requires the solver processing the optimistic
completion to terminate with false.
In summary, our experiments showed that, regardless of the final verification
result, clause sharing can considerably improve the runtime performance of parallel SAT-based PMC. The savings in solving time are particularly significant for
variants with a higher number of parameters where solver cooperation in terms
of sharing clauses is possible to a large extent. This enables us to benefit from
the extra precision of parameterisation in three-valued model checking, without
suffering from a substantial overhead in solving time.

7

Related Work

SAT-based BMC [4, 3] was originally introduced for the bounded evaluation of
properties on two-valued models. Later, BMC has also been defined for pure
three-valued models [24, 15]. A number of approaches have been proposed to
accelerate SAT solving in general and SAT-based BMC in particular. Conflictdriven clause learning (CDCL) [17] is a concept for using clauses that were
learned during the test of a single SAT instance for pruning its search space. In
incremental SAT solving [9] a series of similar SAT instances is solved sequentially. The differences between the instances are expressed by considering the

same input formula under different assumptions. On this basis, clauses learned
via CDCL can be reused when solving subsequent instances. Parallel SAT solving [5, 14, 18] is an approach to solve a single instance by dividing it into disjoint
parts that are then processed by a set of solvers. In early works [5], CDCL was
used by each solver for solely pruning its own search space. Later approaches
[14, 18] considered parallel solving with clause sharing: Learned clauses are exchanged in order to increase the overall performance. In SAT-based BMC, CDCL
has been applied in the sense that clauses learned for a k -bounded instance Fk
are reused when solving the instance Fk +1 [19, 1]. Also here assumptions are used
to express the differences between Fk and Fk +1 . This idea has been transferred
to a parallel setting where solvers concurrently operate on BMC instances with
different bounds, and synchronisation with a shared clause database happens
at the restarts of the solvers [25, 2]. While these works deal with two-valued
models, our approach considers parameterised three-valued models. Parameterisation opens another dimension for sharing clauses. We adopted assumptionbased clause sharing and applied it between the parameter instances associated
with PMC. Since these instances share large common subformulae, this enables
us to accelerate the performance of SAT-based PMC.

8

Conclusion and Outlook

Parameterisation [22] is a concept for enhancing the precision of abstractionbased three-valued model checking by capturing facts in the model that can be
derived from the software system to be verified. The application of parameterisation does not increase the state space but it leads to an exponential growth
of the number of model checking runs. In this paper, we introduced a technique
for PMC via parallel SAT solving. We defined a propositional logic encoding
of bounded PMC problems and we proved that our encodings are sound in the
sense that satisfiability results can be straightforwardly transferred to the encoded model checking problem. The number of SAT instances associated with
an encoding is still exponential in the number of parameters. However, these
instances exhibit considerable similarities in the sense of common subformulae.
We showed that the concept of assumption-based clause sharing, which exploits
such similarities in order to achieve a better performance in parallel SAT solving, can be transferred to our parameterised scenario. We presented a prototype
tool for satisfiability-based PMC with clause sharing. In our experiments, we
demonstrated that clause sharing leads to a significant acceleration of PMC.
Thus, our new SAT-based approach enhances PMC as it allows us to profit from
the extra precision of parametrisation in three-valued model checking, without
creating a noticeable runtime overhead. Since we showed that PMC is reducible
to multiple instances of classical SAT, our approach will also benefit from future
improvements in SAT solver technology.
So far, we conducted our experiments on a single-processor system with multiple cores. We already achieved substantial runtime savings with our clause
sharing approach by using these very limited parallel computing resources. As

future work we plan more extensive experiments on a cluster for parallel computing. Moreover, we intend to extend parallelisation and clause sharing to the
satisfiability checks for the different bounds k = 0, 1, 2, . . . in bounded PMC. We
also plan to experiment with different policies with regard to size constraints
of clauses to be shared in order to discover the best trade-off between the communication costs due to sharing and the speed-up due to additional pruning.
Moreover, we intend to use multiple copies of each instantiation in the parallel
composition of solver threads. We expect that this allows to increase the amount
of clauses that can be shared and thus leads to a further acceleration of the overall
solving time. Another direction for future research is to summarise the exponential number of SAT instances of the pessimistic completion to a single instance
of a quantified boolean formula (QBF) F = ∀ x1 . . . ∀ xm ∃ v1 . . . ∃ vn F |(⊥,false)
and then to check F via a QBF solver. Though QBF is PSPACE-complete,
whereas SAT is only NP-complete, it would be interesting to study whether the
reduction to a single instance of a higher complexity class pays off in terms of
solving performance for particular PMC problems.
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